Flow-chart of proposed registration framework 4. Diffusion regularisation using message-passing • Regularisation term R(f p ,f q ) defined as diffusion regularisation (squared diff.)
• Lower envelope computation [3] speeds up computation of R(f p ,f q ) → we use incremental (subpixel) regularisation in multi-level framework intersection s of parabolas for envelope is defined based on subpixel offset ∆ → Exact global optimum for simplified graph structure (without iterations)
• Up to 100x more efficient than graph-cut (less memory usage than FastPD) → allows for much larger displacement space (see 2. dense sampling)
Symmetric and diffeomorphic transformations
• Avoid singularities and bias (based on order of scans) of deformations • Estimate forward and backward transforms A and B (independently) → Fast iterative inversion (v n converges to u -1 ) to obtain B(0.5) -1 → Compose A(0.5) o B(0.5) -1 for new full symmetric transformations • Diffeomorphism enforced by hard constraint [1] restricts deformations → Scaling and squaring [4] allows for arbitrarily large deformations Results for 10 inhale-exhale CT registrations
• Comparison to state-of-the-art methods drop [1] and gsyn [5] • Significantly improved registration accuracy: . Based we propose n additional el dimension ion for each s approach is on field and a ctly provides ious two-step motion field sed either on its (based on follows. In mulated as a n minimumdeals effecers attractive d optimisers belling probsage passing oduced for a s the smoothel approach) [5] , and two methods from the literature, which have been 165 evaluated using the same dataset. The capabilities of our 166 approach to accurately align small features undergoing large 167 deformations, the preservation of naturally occurring sliding 168 motions, and simultaneous lung ventilation estimation are 169 clearly shown.
170

II. METHODS
171
Discrete optimisation is usually performed as Markov Ran-172 dom Field (MRF) labelling. For the purposes of our parametric 173 image registration framework, a graph is defined, in which 174 the nodes p ∈ P correspond to control points in a uniform B-175 spline grid and in which, for each node, there is a set of labels 176 f p , which correspond to discrete displacements. The energy 177 function to be optimised consists of two terms: the data (also 178 called unary) cost D (which is independent for each node); 179 and the pair-wise regularisation cost R(f p , f q ) for any node 180 q, which is directly connected (∈ N ) with p:
The unary cost measures the similarity of the voxels around a 182 control point p in one image and the set of voxels in the second 183 image around the control point location, which is displaced by 184 f p . It is independent of the displacements of its neighbours. 185 The pair-wise term enforces a globally smooth transformation 186 by penalising deviations of the displacements of neighbouring 187 nodes. The weighting parameter α sets the influence of the 188 regularisation. For the case of lung CT registration, sum of 189 absolute differences (SAD) has been widely used as simi-190 larity metric and the deformation field is regularised using 191 the squared differences of the displacements of neighbouring 192 control points. Let each label f p describe a three dimensional 193 displacement f p = x p = {x p , y p , z p } between a control point 194 p in the fixed image I and the moving image J. The energy 195 term then becomes: 
where c are the children of p. 
D. Symmetry
For many d to be chosen This biases introduce an a forward t defined as th the global optimum in most applications. Since α-GC relies 211 on the pair-wise potential to be a metric, the most commonly 212 used regularisation term, squared differences of displacements, 213 cannot be used (only the square root of this, the L2 norm, is 
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Thereafter, the tree is traversed from its leaves down to the 253 Fig. 1 : Example of minimum spanning tree (MST) of a 2D coronal slice of a lung CT based on 8-connectedness ( root, normal, and leaf nodes).
root node. It is worth noting that the costs C p only have to 254 be stored for the next tree level (only the argmin is needed to 255 select the best displacement). Once the root node is reached, 256 the best labelling for all nodes can be selected in another pass 257 through the tree (from root to leaves). Another advantage of 258 using message passing on a MST is that the exact marginal 259 distributions for each node can be directly obtained, which can 260 be used to quantify the local uncertainty of the registration. Finding the minimum naïvely requires |L| 2 calculations for 263 the regularisation cost per node. In [19] the min-convolution 264 technique is introduced, which reduces the complexity to |L| 265 by employing a lower envelope computation. For most com-266 monly used (pair-wise) regularisation terms, such as diffusion 267 (squared difference of displacements) and total variation (ab-268 solute difference) regularisation, this simplification is possible. 269 Each label f p can be represented by an upward facing parabola 270
The minimisation in Eq. 3 is defined by the lower envelope 272 of these parabolas. We make an extension to the method of 273 [19] , which allows us to use an incremental regularisation 274 in a multi-level scheme. If a previous deformation field is 275 known, we first warp the moving image towards the fixed 276 image. Since, the regularisation cost depends only on the 277 difference between two labelings, only the (subpixel) offset 278 ∆ = x p − x q , (p, q) ∈ N between displacements has to be 279 considered. The lower envelope can be found in a similar way 280 as in [19] , however the coordinates of the intersections s of 281 the parabolas now depend on the offset ∆:
D. Symmetry and diffeomorphism 283 For many deformable registration algorithms, one image has 284 to be chosen as the target, the other as the moving image. 285 This biases the registration outcome and may additionally 286 introduce an inverse consistency error (ICE). The ICE for 287 a forward transform A and a backward transform B is 288 defined as the difference between AB and the identity. 
Regularisation of deformations
Regularisation plays an extremely important role in image registration.
Diffeomorphic transformations
Restricting the deformations to be within the subset of diffeomorphic transformation is useful for a number of reasons. It ensures a one-to-one mapping, meaning that every voxel in I has a correspondence in J and only one voxel from I is mapped to each voxel in J. A diffeomorphic transformation is also invertible by definition, which is important for symmetric approaches.If we treat the displacement field as a velocity field, we can transform a sufficiently smooth deformation into a diffeomorphic mapping by applying the scaling and squaring method ?. It is based on the fact that the composition of two diffeomorphic transformations will again yield a diffeomorphic transformation. If the maximal displacement for every voxel is less than 0.5, any deformation field is diffeomorphic. Therefore the initial deformation u is divided by the power of two of a number st, such that u 0 = 2 −st · u , ||u 0 || < 0.5
This is called scaling. The diffeomorphic transformationû is then obtained by st-times composing u 0 with itself. u n = u n−1 • u n−1 for n = {1, 2, . . . , st} (1.4)
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